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Architecture-fashion lab| The DNA of Perfection
master of architecture studio, 
2019, Melbourne University

This studio looks at the breadth of architectural design through 
investigating the multi-scalar relationship between fashion and 
architecture. We look at the changing understanding of body-
related themes and its perception through a critical sociocultural 
lens reflecting upon the consumer landscape. 

The studio commences by exploring the relationship between 
fashion, body and architecture looking at concepts such as body, 
senses and movement. This exploration also covers the history 
and understandings of ‘fashion’ from an individual, societal and 
consumer perspective. A range of societal themes such as body 
image, perception of perfection and beauty and its evolution 
throughout history as well as sociocultural matters such as 
identity, race, religion and gender will be discussed in our 
conceptual interpretation. We will attempt to gain more awareness 
about our senses through mindfulness understanding of our body 
and the spaces around us. The readings, research, interpretation 
and critique are important aspect of this exploration, which 
will be documented through different techniques of drawings, 
mapping and diagramming. We use different mediums and technologies 



Architecture-fashion lab| The DNA of Perfection

Phase I_The Design Scheme based on explorations of body, fashion, architecture in relation to socio-cultural 
matters.

JUNCHEN WANG

SI YU JADE TAN



JUNCHEN WANG- Urban Hike

 Phase II-The Design of a fashio/experience store

   Sara Tan- multi-sensory fashion experience store, presented as a VR experience



As part of the City of Port Philip latest redevelopment 
plan, the proposed project for this studio focuses on the 
design of the market building, the individual stalls and 
the outdoor gathering area. At the moment a variety of 
products and services are offered in the market stalls, 
such as food, fashion, beauty and home, currently set up 
in multiple subsections and classified by the typology 
of the products. As a real world project with significant 
ephemeral aspects, the design inquires the following: 
a) Incorporation of the needs of the individual vendors 
in relation to the City council’s redevelopment plan; 
whether/how the vendors’ community’s needs should be 
anticipated in the design? b) The significant role of 
‘sensory’, ‘movement’ and ‘temporality’ as crucial 
elements in the design of the stalls; how does the 
sensory of the products/services (e.g. smell of the food/
grocery, tacitly of garments/beauty products) inform the 
design of the stalls? How does human movement affect the 
enclosure and spatial boundary between the stalls as 
well as indoor and outdoor areas? How does the temporal 
context of the market impact the design of a flexible/
versatile spatial setting?

Re-imagining South Melbourne market-Embodying ephemerality into perpetuity
 Master of Architecture studio, Monash University, 2017



Re-imagining South Melbourne market, 
Mid-semester subbmission-Mapping and design scheme Monash University, 2017



Re-imagining South Melbourne market-Embodying ephemerality into perpetuity
Final exhibition, Monash University, 2017



Wearable space; architecture,fashion and body
master of architecture studio, 2015, Melbourne University

This studio will consider constructs of body, 
fashion and wearable space, and the boundaries 
negotiating between each of these key themes.  
The current trend exploring the relationship 
between architecture and fashion sees 
fashion created as a smaller scale mimic of 
architectural characteristics, such as form, 
texture and pattern.  This studio explores 
wearable space instead through the lens 
of sensorial and embodied experience, with 
the intention of utilizing this experience 
to inform the design of a fashion boutique 
paired with another contrasting program of 
the students’ choosing.  Through the two 
studio projects, the students will develop a 
new understanding of the boundaries between 
fashion and architecture, at a variety of 
scales and inclusive of a range of potentials 
for perception and encounter.  Through the 
first project, this studio aims to create an 
awareness of the sensorial and embodied impact 
of these two spatial boundaries and their 
negotiation.  Through the second project, 
this studio aims to utilize this knowledge to 
challenge conventional notions of temporality, 
sensorial engagement and consumption through 
the design of a fashion boutique.

WEARABLE SPACES; ARCHITECTURE, FASHION AND BODY

ISUN KAZERANI, STEPHANIE LIDDICOAT

STUDIO BRIEF: This studio aims to create an awareness of the mutual sensorial and 
embodied impact of Architecture, Fashion and body as interconnected spatial bound-
aries and to challenge the notions of 'temporality', 'boundary' and 'consumption' 
in the design of a fashion boutique with constrasting programs.

STUDIO OUTCOME: The theme of wearable spaces will be explored across two studio projects. 

     PROJECT I: students will design a wearable structure as their ‘fashion’ and perform a bod-
ily         engagement with various indoor and outdoor spaces. They will then document 
their         sensorial, embodied and sociocultural interactions in these atmos-
pheres through         creative mapping techniques. A POP-UP WEARABLE STORE will be 
organized to exhibit         students’ first project outcome where participation and  
performance with the          structures will be offered to the ‘costumers’ as 
opposed to ‘SELLING’ the products.

COLLABORATORS: F2architecture, Retail boutique designers and fashion designers (TBA)
SITE VISITS: Designed fashion boutiques (including guest architects’ projects)

STUDIO OUTCOME: The theme of WEARABLE SPACES will be explored across two studio projects: 

    PROJECT I: students will design a wearable structure as their ‘fashion’ and perform a bodily 
       engagement with various indoor and outdoor spaces. They will then document   
        their sensorial, embodied and sociocultural interactions in these atmos  
         pheres through creative mapping techniques. A POP-UP WEARABLE STORE  
          will be organized to exhibit students’ first project outcome  
           where the structures will be offered to be ‘PERFORMED‘  
            by the coustomers as as opposed to be ‘SOLD’ to 

them.

              PROJECT II: Building upon the first  
            project, students will design a fashion boutique  
           with contrasting programs challenging the notion of   
         ‘consumption‘; “How the temporal nature of individual’s perception  
        of body and fashion could inform the design of a fashion boutique with 
contrasting programs”. Students will use creative physical/digital representational techniques to exploit the interactive 
potential of these spatial boundaries (fashion and architecture) in the design of the fashion boutique.



Wearable POP-UP STORE exhibition_ MID-SEMESTER EXHIBITION OF THE STUDENTS’ WEARABLES



Wearable space; architecture,fashion and body
master of architecture studio, 2015, Melbourne University

Victoria Allan

Jiajie Zheng



 Fearless by Design_Integrative Design studio; Master of design studio
 Swinburne University, 2019

Ingrid Rodriguez

Neel Parick

The studio focuses on the design of a ‘safe’ campus and on the physical and psychological perception of safety at Swinburne campus. The aim of the 
analysis is to transform a space (perceived as unsafe due to certain discovered factors) into a more user-friendly and ‘Safe’ through ‘Design’. CPTED 
provides a traditional framework to integrate environmental designs and ideas to contribute in reducing fear and crime and make a space inviting and 
accessible for students and people. Students are encouraged to interprete the understanding of ‘safety’ based on individual and collective measure of satefy 
and to propose design interventions which could contribute to a more publicly welcoming enviroenment and to increase the level of safety in the campus. 



 Interior Architecture Studio: Design for welbeing; Integrating a childcare center
within an aged-care, Swinburne University, 2017

Sherry Gorman

Clair Thompson

Design for Dementia
It is important for designers to reflect 
on how their work can improve 
health and well-being. This is 
especially important when designing 
for clients with special needs such 
as people suffering from dementia. 
Dementia affects cognitive abilities. 
Its sufferers become progressively 
unable to carry out everyday 
activities such as solving problems 
and controlling emotion.

This unit aims to develop students’ 
design skills and creativity working 
on a real architecture projects with 
an Industry connected site, client 
and brief. This studio will use a 
philosophical and evidence-based 
research approach in order to 
explore different environmental, 
sustainable, cultural and social 
interior architectural issues relevant 
to an interior architecture project, in 
particular how design can improve 
health and well-being.



 _

Speculation; Master of Landscape Architecture Design studio, 2017


